Memorandum
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Lei Wu, Senior Engineer, 425-556-2749

Date:

April 10, 2013

Subject:

Study Session, Redmond Transportation Master Plan (TMP) Update

PURPOSE

On April 10, 2013, the Planning Commission will continue with issue identification on the
proposed TMP document as well as hold a public hearing starting at 8:00 pm.
This meeting will include: 1) staff presentation highlighting Chapters 5 through 8 of the
proposed TMP and providing answers to some questions raised by the Planning Commission, 2)
Commission issue identification for Chapters 5 through 8 of the proposed TMP document and its
appendices, 3) public hearing, and 4) Commission identification of any additional issues based
on public comment.
See Attachment A for the overall review and adoption schedule for Redmond TMP Update.
RECAP OF MARCH 27, 2013 STUDY SESSION AND FOLLOW UP WORK
At the March 27, 2013 study session, the Planning Commission identified issues in addition to
those identified by Commissioners O’Hara and Miller prior to March 27, 2013 (included in the
March 22nd, 2013 Planning Commission packet).
Following the March 27, 2013 study session, staff worked with Commissioner Miller to organize
and prioritize topics he had identified for Commission discussion and resolution. All topics were
organized into one of three categories: 1. Discussion issues as part of the issues matrix to be
discussed at Planning Commission study sessions (Attachment B), 2. Questions that staff will
provide written responses in Planning Commission study session packets (Attachment C), and 3.
Content edits and clarifications that staff will incorporate in the revised TMP document as part of
the Planning Commission review process.
In Attachment B, staff has included responses for discussion issues for consideration by the
Planning Commission. Commission is scheduled to begin issue discussion/resolution at the
April 17th study session.

PREPARATION FOR STUDY SESSION

Planning Commission
Study Session, Redmond Transportation Master Plan (TMP) Update
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Staff asks that Planning Commission complete review and initial identification of discussion
issues for Chapters 5 through 8 of the TMP document and appendices, and verify that
Attachment B in this study session packet capture discussion issues identified by the Planning
Commission by the March 27, 2013 study session. Please let staff know if any issues are
missing or misstated.
Following Commissioners identification of discussion issues, staff will work with
Commissioners O’Hara and Miller to organize and prioritize the topics for Commission
discussion and resolution.
Please contact Lei Wu with questions or concerns. lwu@redmond.gov
ATTACHMENTS

A – Review and adoption schedule for Redmond TMP Update
B – Issues Matrix including topics identified by the 3/27/13 Planning Commission meeting
C- Questions raised by the 3/27/13 the Planning Commission and written responses from staff
D – Public Hearing Notice for the April 24th Public Hearing

ATTACHMENT A (Last Updated April 5th, 2013)

Review and Adoption process in 2013 for Transportation Master Plan Update
February 12

Planning and Public Works Committee meeting – overview review and adoption process

February 27

P.C. briefing – overview of P.C. review process and high-level review questions

February 27

Technical committee meeting – recommendations provided by the T.C.

March 19

Council staff report 1 – overview review process, overview TMP document; and indicate major
update

March 27

P.C. study session 1 – staff presentation, part I; Issues identification by P.C

March 19

Council staff report 1 – overview review process, overview TMP document; and indicate major
update

April 10

P.C. study session 2/public hearing – staff presentation, part II; issue identification by P.C.;
public hearing @ 8:00 pm; continue/complete issue identification

April 17

May 8

P.C. study session 3 – Discuss/resolve issues by chapters
• Chapter 1: Introduction/Executive Summary
• Chapter 2: Trends and Conditions
• Chapter 3: Measures and Targets
• Chapter 4: Multimodal System Plans
P.C. study session 4/public hearing – public hearing @ 7:00 pm; Discuss/resolve issues by
chapters
• Chapter 5: Regional Transportation
• Chapter 6: Operations and Maintenance
• Chapter 7: 2013-2030 Transportation Facilities Plan
• Chapter 8: Three-Year Action Plan
P.C. study session 5 – Discuss/resolve remaining issues; complete recommendation

May 15

P.C. briefing - Report approval

June 4

Council staff report 2 – recommendations from P.C.

June 11

Council study session 1 – present study session review process; overview TMP document; and
present P.C. recommendations

June 25

Council study session 2 – continue Council review

July 9

Council study session 3 – continue Council review

August 20

Council adoption of the TMP

April 24
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Planning Commission Issues Matrix
Redmond TMP Update

April 5, 2013

Issue / Commissioner
1. Does the TMP
adequately address
sustainability?
(Chandorkar)

Discussion Notes

Attachment B

Issue status

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

The proposed TMP document holistically incorporates sustainability
principles as expressed in the Comprehensive Plan. The strategic
framework includes citywide principles directly relevant to sustainability
including safety, maintenance, environment, and economic vitality. The
strategic framework also includes travel choices supporting alternatives to
driving as a strategy. By directly including important aspects of sustainability
in the strategic framework, the TMP emphasizes sustainability throughout
the document including performance measurement, system plans, project
design guidance, investment, and implementation actions. For example, the
TMP calls for investment in infrastructure to make alternatives to driving
more attractive. For another example, the Maintenance and Operations
Chapter is added as part of the update to emphasize maintaining the assets
that we have so that the transportation system is financially sustainable over
time.

Closed
Date

Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
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Planning Commission Issues Matrix
Redmond TMP Update

2. How have
neighborhood policies of
the Comprehensive Plan
that are specific to
transportation informed the
TMP?
(Several)

April 5, 2013

Attachment B

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

3/27/13

Policies in the Neighborhoods Element emphasize that neighborhoods
should be well connected to urban centers and regional destinations for
Closed
residents, employees, and visitors. And neighborhoods are to be well
Date
connected internally to local destinations such as parks, trails, and schools.
Safety, nonmotorized connections, reliable transit service, and traffic calming
are important to maintain quality of life for residents. A variety of travel
modes are provided between the neighborhood, the rest of Redmond, and
the region.
In addition to providing general solutions addressing problems and fostering
opportunities unique to neighborhoods, policies in the Neighborhoods
Element call for improvements of specific streets and locations such as at
West Lake Sammamish Parkway (N-ID_24 through 26), Avondale Road (NBC-27, N-BC-31, and N-EH-30) .
Though the TMP document emphasizes two urban centers reflecting the fact
that Redmond’s land use plan is geared toward significant growth in the two
urban centers, the proposed TMP document also reflects neighborhood
policies in all chapters of the document summarized as follows:






The strategic framework contains four out of five strategies that are
relevant to Redmond citywide including neighborhoods as well as
guiding principles important to quality of life for residents, such as
safety and environment.
The trends and conditions description and performance measurement
are based on citywide data except for the connectivity performance
measure.
The system plans include a network of modal corridors that will
provide high-quality multimodal connections between neighborhoods,
urban centers, and regional centers. In addition to inter-neighborhood
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April 5, 2013



Attachment B

connections through modal corridors, system plans ensure intraneighborhood connections through envisioning intensive network of
streets, pedestrian, bicyclist, and transit services citywide.
The 2030 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP), the Buildout Plan, and
the 3-Year Action Plan are balanced citywide, which address
important aspects of neighborhood transportation such as traffic
calming, and incorporate improvements of specific streets and
locations named in neighborhood policies such as West Lake
Sammamish Parkway and Avondale Road. For the TFP, this is
reflected both in proposed project improvements and in a variety of
transportation programs that fund improvements throughout
Redmond.

Staff will incorporate more examples into the TMP document to describe
this.
Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
3 How does the plan
address connections within
and between
neighborhoods other than
Urban Centers?

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

3/27/13

The proposed TMP document includes modal corridors that provide primary
multimodal connections between neighborhoods. Furthermore, all Redmond

Closed
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Redmond TMP Update

April 5, 2013

streets including residential streets and modal corridors will become
complete streets providing multimodal connections within and between
neighborhoods in alignment with the City’s “Complete Street” Ordinance and
as explicitly spelled out in the TMP.

Attachment B

Date

In addition to existing streets, the TMP designates new street connections in
areas where significant development is expected such as the Southeast
Redmond area between NE Union Hill Road and Redmond Way. The TMP
also calls for an action item (Southeast Redmond Station Area Plan) to
determine the multimodal transportation system/new street connections in
the Southeast Redmond light rail area to support access to the Southeast
Redmond light rail station and successful land use development around the
station area.
Other aspects of neighborhood connections included in the TMP, e.g.,
system plans and TFP programs, include: safe pedestrian crossings, first
mile and last mile connections to transit spine, and nonmotorized
connections. Below is an example of a short new connection between NE
31st Court and 173rd Court NE, which improves connectivity between a
relatively big residential area and Audubon Elementary School. This project
was prompted by requests from students.
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Attachment B
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Redmond TMP Update

4. How does the proposed
plan address the special
needs of youth such as
safe routes to school and
after school transit needs,
seniors?

(Miller)

April 5, 2013

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Attachment B

Opened

4/10/13
3/27/13
The TMP guides the development of a balanced set of services and facilities
that meet the broad range of travel needs of the entire Redmond
community. This approach is embedded in the proposed document primarily Closed
in the following:
Date
• Providing “complete streets” to meet the needs of a broad range of
users for a variety of travel choices
• Incorporating American Disabilities Act as part of standard street
design and maintenance
• Improving the pedestrian environment on the Safe Routes to School
networks
• Developing bicycling facilities that are safe, accessible, and
comfortable for a wider segment of the community
• Supporting an interconnected network of transit services that are able
to provide for more types of trips throughout the entire day
Providing facilities and services that provide broad mobility for everyone
helps support access and mobility for the community as a whole, and
maximizes the value provided by limited resources.
Staff recommends incorporating language to discuss needs related to youth,
seniors, and other groups of population. Staff will incorporate language in
the proposed TMP for the Commission’s review.
Public Comment:
3/25/13 Liz Underwood-Bultmann with the Puget Sound Regional Council,
in her email to staff, suggested adding additional discussion of special needs
transportation.
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Attachment B

PC Comments:
Date
5. Do performance
measures of safety,
maintenance, and
environment belong on the
dashboard? [Chapter 1]

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

3/27/13

Safety, maintenance, and environment are citywide guiding principles rooted
in community priorities and the Comprehensive Plan that guide all aspects of Closed
the City’s development including transportation. Therefore, yes, performance
Date
measures of safety, maintenance, and environment belong on the
dashboard.

(Miller)
Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
6. Are demographics as
described in the proposed
draft a balanced
representation of Redmond
community? [Chapter 2]

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

3/27/13

Staff recognizes that the Trends and Conditions chapter emphasizes specific
population groups, which affects a clear conveyance of the fact that
Closed
Redmond community has a broad spectrum of population groups such as
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(Miller)

April 5, 2013

those related with income and age. And the TMP is intended to serve all
groups in the community.

Attachment B

Date

Staff recommends incorporating language in the Trends and Conditions
chapter to reflect a balanced and complete picture of demographics
information in Redmond. Staff will incorporate language in the proposed
TMP for the Commission’s review.

Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
7a. Are the performance
measures appropriate? As
part of reviewing the
performance measures,
describe where Redmond
is today, the ultimate goal,
and a reasonable middle
outcome.
7b. What is the rationale for
setting up aspirational
targets for performance
measures?
7c. Are the aspirational

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

a. The identification of performance measures in the proposed TMP
document is based on their effectiveness in tracking the progress of
implementing strategies and citywide guiding principles both
individually and collectively.

Closed
Date

Each performance measure includes a “baseline” value, showing
where Redmond is today. It includes a “TFP” or 2030 value--a middle
outcome showing where Redmond should be once the TFP has been
implemented. And each measure includes an “Aspirational” value,
which is a long-term goal.
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targets of transit ridership
and safety (number of
traffic collisions per
thousand people)
reasonable?
[Chapter 3]

(Gregory, Murray, and
O’Hara)

April 5, 2013

Attachment B

b. The rationale for each aspirational target is briefly discussed under
the heading “Targets” in each measure’s section of Chapter 3.
Different measures have different aspirational target rationale
because those measures have different characteristics. For example,
the aspiration for pavement quality is to maintain reasonable
pavement condition in the most cost-effective way based on industry
standards and research, while the target for safety is continuous
improvement albeit at a slower rate over time. Staff notes the need to
add more details to provide improved understanding of how each
aspirational target is identified and will incorporate these details in the
proposed TMP document for the Commission’s review.
c. The transit ridership projections are based on: 1) a citywide transit
mode shift from 1% in the 2010 baseline to 4% in 2030 under the TFP
and 2) the addition of approximately 28,000 daily trips from East Link
light rail. The aspirational target for transit ridership is reasonable
assuming Redmond will see mode split shifting to more alternative
travel and East Link arrives at Downtown Redmond.
The traffic safety aspirational target is derived from the City’s safety
performance trajectory over the last ten years and the state’s “Target
Zero” campaign, which calls for reducing traffic fatalities and serious
injuries to zero by 2030. Staff considers it a reasonable but
aggressive “push” goal. The rate factor (daytime population) is used
to control for the effect of commuting, which is significant in
Redmond.

Public Comment:
Date
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Attachment B

PC Comments:
Date
8. Does the plan measure
the progress on delivering
complete streets? [Chapter
3]
(Miller)

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

Two of the dashboard performance measures track the progress on
delivering complete streets: the network completion and concurrency. The
network completion measure as defined in the proposed TMP document
assesses the completion of modal corridors for autos, transit, and bike and
pedestrian zones, indicating the City’s progress toward complete streets for
a subset of City streets. The concurrency measure tracks complete streets,
from the perspective of the delivery of the TFP projects and programs, all of
which are informed by the City’s complete street ordinance.

Closed
Date

Staff recommends that as part of regular transportation performance
measurement report, the Mobility Report Card, that staff explores the option
of expanding the network completion measure to all city streets in addition to
modal corridors. And the proposed TMP document will incorporate
corresponding language to reflect this option.
Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
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9. Is the approach for
addressing transportation
needs in Overlake
adequate?
(Miller)

April 5, 2013

Attachment B

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

Overlake is a developing urban center with high-tech company campuses
and the evolving Overlake Village area. The greatest transportation needs
Closed
for the neighborhood to support the land use vision are these: 1)
Date
improvements to SR 520 Corridor to include additional vehicular access to
Overlake Village, pedestrian/bicycle bridges over the freeway at the light rail
stations, and grade separations to the SR 520 Regional Trail; 2) completion
of Sound Transit East Link Light Rail at least to Overlake and ultimately to
Downtown Redmond; 3) improvements to the overall pedestrian and bicycle
systems throughout the neighborhood with an emphasis around and
connecting to light rail stations; 4) complete grid system of streets and paths
in the Overlake Village Area; and 5) strategic vehicular improvements
throughout the neighborhood such as 148th Avenue NE south of SR 520,
and 6) regional and local transit service to provide access to, from and within
Overlake.
The TMP adequately addresses all of these needs through the TMP Buildout
Plan and Redmond’s ongoing regional work with the WSDOT SR 520 MultiModal Corridor Plan, Sound Transit and King County Metro . In addition the
2030 TFP has prioritized the most important City responsibilities in Overlake
consistent with the TMP strategic framework.
Public Comment:
Date
PC Comments:
Date
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10. Do the programs such
as transportation demand
management, parking and
neighborhood traffic
calming adequately reflect
the TMP and Comp Plan
Policies? [Chapter 7]
(Miller)

April 5, 2013

Attachment B

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

The 14 TFP programs encompass many citywide projects and activities
focused to advance clear objectives such as transportation demand
management, parking and neighborhood traffic calming. Appendix G
analyzes each program to provide transparency and understanding of how
the dollars allocated to each are used. The analysis in Appendix G does not
address the issue of whether the total dollars allocated to each program are
appropriate or adequate. This issue requires further analysis, which has
been identified as a three year action plan item (Recommend Funding
Levels for TFP Programs).

Closed
Date

Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
11. Does the prioritization
of proposed projects
adequately reflect the TMP
and Comp Plan Policies?
[Chapter 7]
(Miller)

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

Prioritization of projects and programs for the financially constrained 2030
Transportation Facilities Plan is directly tied to the strategic framework. Each
proposed project and program has been assessed against both the five
transportation strategies and the four citywide guiding principles that are part
of the framework. The entire strategic framework (vision, strategies,

Closed
Date
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Attachment B

measures, and implementation) is informed by and intimately connected with
policies relevant with transportation contained in the Comprehensive Plan.
Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
12. Do the levels of
expenditure (level of effort)
adequately reflect the TMP
and Comp Plan Policies?
[Chapter 7]
(Miller)

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

The projected revenues for the Transportation Facilities Plan between 2013
and 2030 are $369m and provide for the highest priority transportation
Closed
improvements and programs needed to adequately support the projected
2030 growth targets consistent with the city vision and transportation policies Date
in the Comprehensive Plan.
See page 162 of the proposed TMP document for the discussion on the
funding needs to fully fund all transportation needs identified in the Buildout
Plan.
Public Comment:
Date
PC Comments:
Date
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13. Is the Buildout Plan
aligned with the strategic
framework? [Chapter 7]

(Miller)

April 5, 2013

Attachment B

Staff Comment/Recommendation:

Opened

4/10/13

2/27/13

The Buildout Plan includes capital improvements needed for Redmond to
complete its transportation system as envisioned in the multimodal system
plans. In turn, the system plans are informed by the strategic framework.
Therefore, yes, the Buildout Plan is aligned with the strategic framework.

Closed
Date

Public Comment:
Date

PC Comments:
Date
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Attachment C - Questions Raised By Planning Commission and Responses From Staff
For The Proposed Redmond Transportation Master Plan, 4/4/13

I.

Performance Measurement

a) How is connectivity calculated? 5% seems low for Overlake. A related question is why is the
connectivity of Microsoft campus is so low.
Connectivity is calculated by finding the average route directness value for each parcel, and then
determining the percentage of developed floor area within a given geography (Overlake or
Downtown, in this case) that falls within parcels that had a connectivity level of medium or
above. In other words, it tells us the percentage of our “stuff” that is in areas of high
connectivity. The connectivity in Overlake—including the Microsoft campus—is lower than in
some other areas because 1) parcels are big and there are relatively few through surface routes
(more through routes = higher route directness) and 2) there are few access points to the
campus from the surrounding neighborhood. See Bel-Red Rd and NE 40th St. This lowers the
directness of travel and therefore lowers the connectivity score for the campus. And because
most of the density in Overlake is in these lower-connectivity parcels, the percentage of land
use that is in areas with connectivity levels “medium” or higher is about 5%. This changes
considerably with the development of Overlake Village’s street system and the addition of
density to that corner of the urban center. Under this “Buildout Plan” scenario, 37% of land use
in Overlake is in parcels with connectivity “medium” or higher. An alternative way to calculate
this measure would be to measure Overlake Village rather than the full urban center. Most of
the City’s work will be in Overlake Village, so that may tell a more compelling story.

b) Clarify the 2010 baseline of non SOV trips, which seems very high.
Most (41 percentage points) of the mode split of non SOV trips, 53% is accounted for by carpooling trips. Other mode choices include 4% for transit, 7% for walking, and 1% for bicycling.
These numbers are for all day travel for residents only and do not include employees. See table
below for a more detailed breakdown in different areas of the City. Note: East Redmond means
neighborhoods east of the Sammamish River. West Redmond means neighborhoods west of the
Sammamish River.
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TFP Zone
East Redmond
Southeast Redmond (subset)
West Redmond
Downtown
Overlake
Citywide

2010
Transit
Drive Alone
3%
50%
4%
48%
4%
51%
5%
46%
4%
41%
4%

47%

Shared Ride
Walk
42%
4%
42%
6%
41%
4%
41%
7%
40% 13%
41%

Bicycle
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%

7%

1%

c) How does the concurrency system work?
A description of Redmond’s plan-based concurrency system, including a detailed report, can be
found at: http://www.redmond.gov/PlansProjects/Transportation/concurrency/. The
concurrency system is also described in Appendix C. Staff will give a brief presentation at the
April 10th, 2013 study session.
II.

System Plans

a) Confirm that the Transit Chapter is up to date.
The transit chapter is current and up to date regarding services that are on the ground today,
and identifies the long term priorities, strategies, and desired transit network to help achieve
Redmond’s vision. This long-term foundation will help prioritize investments and actions, and
guide how the City reacts and responds to the current unstable funding environment for transit
in a consistent manner.
b) In the Bicycle Chapter, revise discussion of needs and challenges regarding biking in Redmond.
That is reflecting factors that encourage or constrain bicycle use in Redmond.
Staff will add discussions about Redmond needs including opportunities and challenges. Staff
will also revise the Bicycle System Map (Pg. 96) to show which facilities exist today and which do
not.
c) Explain how the proposed bicycle modal corridor network will achieve separating bicycle traffic
from vehicular traffic?
The proposed bicycle modal corridor network provides high comfort bicycle facilities that are
physically separated from vehicular traffic (paved shared-use paths, cycle tracks, bicycle
boulevards) on the majority of the bicycle modal corridor network. The remaining facilities are
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proposed to be bicycle lanes with enhanced treatments at intersections to provide a higher level
of comfort than facilities with standard bike lanes.
III.

Specific Facilities

a) Clarify the vision for Redmond Way after the couplet conversion of Redmond Way and
Cleveland Street is complete.
Upon completion of the couplet conversion there will be three major east/west streets with
different purposes in Downtown. The first is Bear Creek Parkway, which is intended to handle
significant vehicle volumes. The next is Cleveland Street, being built as Downtown’s main street
with a strong pedestrian priority. Finally there is Redmond Way, intended to accommodate
significant east/west travel for vehicles, support bus service, and provide for pedestrian
circulation.
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Attachment D
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
CITY OF REDMOND

Redmond Transportation Master Plan Update
The City of Redmond Planning Commission will hold a Public Hearing in the Council
Chambers, 15670 NE 85th Street, Redmond, Washington on April 24, 2013 at 7:00 p.m. or as
soon thereafter as possible, on:
SUBJECT: The City of Redmond proposes to update the Transportation Master Plan (TMP), a
functional plan of the Comprehensive Plan. The TMP guides the development and delivery of the
City’s transportation system, including specific projects and programs.
REQUESTED ACTION: Planning Commission recommendation on the proposed Transportation
Master Plan update.
All persons are invited to comment in person at the hearing, or in writing prior to the hearing, to the
Planning Department at City Hall, P.O. Box 97010, Redmond, Washington, 98073-9710.
Telephone number: (425) 556-2440, Fax Number: (425) 556-4242, or e-mail
planningcommission@redmond.gov. Contact Lei Wu (425-556-2749, lwu@redmond.gov) for
more information.
A copy of the proposal is available from the Planning Department, 4th Floor of City Hall and on the
City’s web site at www.redmond.gov/PlanningCommission. If you are hearing or visually
impaired, please notify the Planning Department at (425) 556-2440 one week in advance of the
hearing in order to be provided assistance.
LEGAL NOTICE: April 3, 2013

WARNING!

This notice is not to be removed, mutilated, or
concealed in any way prior to date of hearing.
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